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The recent local government elections and the formation of a
new government are a good opportunity, indeed a direct
incentive, to say more about the mean, twisted and nasty way
the Hollande team running the country think. Their politicosocial reasoning is very simple, not to say simplistic. It is
what you might call classical social-democratic thinking of a
kind well-known over the last hundred years or more.
Resolute defenders of decadent capitalism
The main thing that really marks these people out, among all
those who claim to be on the side of working people, is that
they present capitalism as an eternal system whose existence
you just have to accept. So according to this disgrace to the
name of socialist, everything we do is necessarily limited and
determined by the framework of capitalism and its general
rules. But as a consolation to working people, according to
this conception, the capitalist system can be put right,
amended and improved, and our job is to contribute to that.
This cheapskate philosophy which has long been selling the
mission of liberating the working class for a mess of pottage
still had some limited validity when, in return for this sellout, the bourgeoisie was still able to concede various actual
reforms. But imperialism is the period of capitalisms decline
– something which social democrats obstinately deny – in
which, because it is exhausted, this system is organically
unable to concede the slightest reform.
Now the present crisis has brutally revealed that this decline
has got to the point where not only have reforms become

impossible for this moribund system, but in order to
it needs to attack and destroy previous reforms. This
what explains its general offensive against existing
and its intransigent determination to fight that right
to the end.
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But social democrats are incorrigible; they have not abandoned
their grotesque fantasies, but adapted them precisely to the
many-facetted requirements of this offensive on the part of a
bourgeoisie with its back to the wall. For all Hollande’s
solemn oaths – and this sheds some light on the social
democrats consummate duplicity – they then told us all the
fibs about the need on the one hand to swell the coffers of
international capital by paying back the debt, and on the
other to help our own impoverished capitalist with yet more
billions. Against all the evidence they still maintain the lie
that thanks to this aid the grateful bourgeoisie will do
everything it can to secure the well-being of working people.
Even a few weeks ago Hollande was still handing out dozens of
billions in line with this plan, but he and his ilk were the
only ones (like all self-respecting social democrats) who
still believed the incredible dream that in exchange the
bourgeoisie would give unemployed people work. (Through these
outrageous deceptions they hoped to justify making savings by
drastically cutting expenditure on health, education, all
welfare benefits, wages, right to a job and so forth, to the
point of threatening their very existence.) Alongside this
savage demolition of genuine previous reforms – and to show
that they are true reformists carrying out actual reforms –
they have flooded the country with a wave of so-called
societal reforms – at the margins of and even outside of
social and economic life – such as same-sex marriage,
electrical cars and so forth. The main function of these
pretend reforms has invariably been to distract attention from
the activity of destroying previous reforms.
The local government elections brought a stinging defeat to

those who, in their arrogant and pretentious duplicity,
thought that working people had swallowed this hogwash hook,
line and sinker. They were sincerely and profoundly surprised
when they saw the results. But to go from there to imagining
that Hollande and co would revise their policies and adapt
them to what working people want would be an absurd illusion.
Far from it!
A build-up of losses and other miseries threaten workers.
The new government is not just a body committed carrying on
Hollande and co.s bourgeois policy of robbing working people.
In view of the preceding governments alleged dawdling in
getting on with the job and also the bourgeoisies growing
appetite, not to say bulimia, it is going to toughen up
considerably. After 26 March, the employers body Medef
trumpeted: A more ambitious trajectory than the 50 billion cut
already announced is now absolutely imperative, (Le Monde,
30-31 March 2014). Then the headline on the same newspapers
editorial of 1 April spelled out what the government has to
do: Hold course! No wobbling, get on with it! And then
Hollande’s road map made it clear: The only responsible
outcome is to set afoot and then roll out reforms aiming at
securing an economic recovery. We all know the terrible
reality hiding behind these anodyne words. The self-proclaimed
leaders of the bourgeoisie in Brussels have also jumped at the
chance to insist on greater rigour from the French government.
And the commercial treaty being prepared between Europe and
the US has up its sleeve further blows which will make any
hopes of an economic recovery by France, already pretty well
compromised, even more precarious.
Hollande reacted swiftly, obeying not indeed the wishes of the
disappointed voters but the requirements of his real,
bourgeois, bosses. He quickly established a new government
team tightly organised around his closest social-democratic
partners. His new prime minister, Valls, is ready-made to
epitomise it, with his even more pronounced right-wing

political orientation and aggressive character. It is no
accident that he has long wanted to rid his party’s name of
the adjective socialist. So right from the start this team
presents itself as an advanced detachment of a bourgeois
attack formation. The odd reassuring and soothing phrase where
required do not alter this truth. We shall have occasion later
on to comment in greater detail on this new governments antiworker offensive, the first elements of which, aiming to
dismantle the social security system, we have just seen.
There certainly is a change, not to say a turn. Here is an end
to the procrastination and shilly-shallying which, however
much they suit Hollande’s innate weakness, have become
intolerable to the bourgeoisie and seem contrary to the nature
of the new government. The presence of people with a left aura
like Hamon and Montebourg has nothing to do with any real
left. Much more, it signifies the end of equivocation or
misunderstanding surrounding these careerists reputations.
Indeed, if there is a real left in this party, apart from the
usual fake-left loud-mouths like Lienemann and co., now would
be the time to say so in opposition to the deployment of
definite measures and attacks against workers gains. Above
all, now is the time for all organisations who speak and act
in workers interests to rally round the Left Front to prepare
together a broad united front of all working people against
the redoubled attacks by capital and its new government.
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